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F OR any part of the county palatine of Chester discussion 
of population structure in the fourteenth and earlier 

centuries is unrewarding. For some other counties sources 
such as the Hundred Rolls of 1279-80, the Lay Subsidy of
1332 and the Poll Tax assessments of 1377 and 1379 have 
survived to provide essential points of reference but for 
Cheshire none of these are available. This situation derives 
from the peculiar circumstances of the county in that its ad 
ministration lay outside that of the rest of the kingdom. It 
came under the jurisdiction of the palatine earls and from
1333 was held by the Black Prince, son of Edward III. 
Within his earldom of Chester the Prince held the manors of 
Macclesfield, Shotwick, Drakelow and Frodsham, managed 
by local bailiffs whose annual accounts had to be submitted 
and agreed by the earl's auditors.

The incidence of the Black Death described in 
contemporary sources as 'the pestilence', killed large 
numbers of people and for some localities and towns its effect 
on population growth can be estimated by cross-reference to 
the fiscal data noted above. Hard fact for Cheshire is largely 
lacking, although lists of vacant tenements are extant for 
some of the earl's manors. 1 However, without appropriate 
points of reference this information is of little use except for 
writers wishing to plot the distribution of the epidemic. 2 In 
the instance of the manor of Frodsham names of the deceased 
holders of tenements are recited in the Ministers' Accounts 
for 1349-503 and again in 1351-2. 4 The manorial population 
derived from villeins living in four bond vills, Mickledale, 
Woodhouses, Netherton and Overton, the free tenants, and 
the free burgage holders in the borough of Frodsham; 5 the 
rights and privileges of the latter being somewhat more cir 
cumscribed than those of some other boroughs. For the first 
three vills it is possible to establish that 20 tenants died
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together with four cottagers and eight other tenants for whom 
one cannot determine the vill thus making a total of at least 
32 deaths of tenants. Transmission of plague to man is 
governed by the 'close proximity of plague-infected rodents to 
human beings. The nature of the roofing material explains 
also why bubonic plague was chiefly a disease of the poor, 
because the poor lived in single-storey hovels in the roofs of 
which the house-rat lived, bred and died; while from its nests 
the starving 'blocked' flees fell directly among and upon the 
humans below'. 6 The wattle and daub walls of the medieval 
cottages likewise provided nesting places while cottages were 
so close together that infected rats could easily jump from 
one roof thatch to the next. An epidemic of plague is 
notorious for the rapid spread of infection through whole 
households and families and in this respect Frodsham was no 
exception. The messuages of Luke Honey and Henry Honey 
lay vacant as did those of Adam Mukeldale and Benet 
Mukeldale, Roger Panyermaker and Geoffrey Panyermaker, 
Adam Treget and John Treget, and the two cottages of 
Richard Treget. Neighbours also died, thus William Swon, 
John Boteryn and Thomas Tar, who each tilled a bovate of 
land jointly with Roger Panyermaker, Adam Mukeldale and 
Geoffrey Panyermaker respectively, were occupants of 
messuages which lay vacant and paid no rent in 1349-50 and 
1351 52. The 32 vacant messuages and cottages may well 
have represented a death roll which inclusive of other 
occupants could have totalled a hundred souls.

The Ministers' Accounts yield specific information on 
three points: the rental charge for each of the four bond vills, 
for the free and burgage tenants, and for the cottagers; the 
rent of bovates of land for each bond vill although 
information as to the extent of a bovate is lacking; and the 
number of 'decayed rents' as the outcome of tenant-mortality 
from plague.

The question now arises whether this data relating to 
vacant tenements can be made to yield evidence adequate to 
throw light on the contemporary population of the bond vills. 
In resolution of this question some simple arithmetical 
projections from the basic information contained in the 
accounts have been made. Under the heading of 'decayed 
rents' the bailiff makes answer in the two relevant years as to 
why the normal anticipated income from the bond vills is 
deficient viz   'the land came into the lord's hand last year 
(1349) because of the pestilence and remains there'.

Examination of the accounts for 1349-50 indicates that in
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Mickledale 3 tenements lay vacant with a 'decayed rent' of 
16 shillings (80p), for Woodhouses there were 4 tenements 
vacant with a total rental of 13 shillings (65p) and in 
Netherton 10 vacancies and a deficit of 40 shillings (£2). As 
the total anticipated tenant-rent for each vill is known the 
initial step in the arithmetical process is to establish what 
relationship the deficit bears to the full rent in each case. The 
rent for Mickledale was £1 12s 5V4d (£1.62p) and the deficit 
was 50.0 per cent: for Woodhouses with a rent of £1.19s Od 
(£1.95p) the deficit was 33.3 per cent, and for Netherton with 
a rent of £5 2s Od (£5.10p) the deficit was 39.2 per cent. 7 

From this data one can then deduce that one deceased 
tenant in Mickledale bore a rent proportion of 16.3 per cent 
of the whole rental, while in Woodhouses it was 8.2 per cent 
and in Netherton 3.9 per cent. On this basis one can arrive at 
notional totals for each vill e.g. at Mickledale 6.1 tenants, 
12.2 in Woodhouses and 26 in Netherton making a total of 44 
tenants. Obviously the immediate objection to this reasoning 
is that it assumes each tenant to occupy an acreage of land 
equal to that of any other, which manifestly was not the case. 
In addition to the 17 deceased tenants of the three bond vills, 
at least 4 landless cottages are known while the accounts for 
1351 2 further name another deceased Netherton tenant and 
8 others whose vills are not stated but as the majority were 
probably demesne day-labourers they possibly lived in 
Netherton the nearest vill to the estate.

Bond Lands
As noted above it is unlikely that bond tenants in c. 1350 

each occupied an equal allotment of the available bond land. 
Proof that there was appreciable inequality of holding is 
forthcoming from examination of the two sets of Ministers' 
Accounts that cite 'decayed rents'. From these two accounts 
the names of 26 tenants can be extracted with information on 
the extent of their individual bovate holdings. As the rent per 
bovate is known to be six shillings" this can be divided into 
the assize rent total for each vill to ascertain the bovate totals 
for each vill.

Omitting the 6 bovates for Overton for the moment, the 
15 3/4 bovates represent 54.3per cent of the remaining 29 
bovates. Although recognising that various permutations are 
possible, one initial assumption would be to equate the 26 
tenants and the known 15 3/4 bovates with the given 
proportion of 54.3 per cent of thi total number of bovates. 
On the assumption that the 26 tenants might possibly relate
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to the total number for these three vills in the like proportion 
of 54.3 per cent, which is quite as valid as any other of the 
possible projections, this would produce a figure of 48 tenants 
which may be compared with the earlier projection of 44 
tenants. In the case of Overton the basis for informed 
projection is much less sure. One could assume that as the 6 
bovates represent 20.0per cent of the total of the other three 
vills there might be a case for estimation of some of the 9 
tenants as a reasonable number. Until c. 1900 three blocks of 
ancient timber-framed cottages stood adjacent to the church. 
If one subscribes to a view of continuation of occupation of 
ancient sites, such sites could well have accommodated the 
posited number of villeins.

TABLE 1 Rents of Assize of Bondmen

Bovates
at 6s

Netherton Woodhouses Mickledale Overton Total
102s Od 39s Od 32s S'Ad 36s 6d 209s IPAd

17 6l/2 5Vi 6 35 
The known holdings are as in Table 2

TABLE 2 Known holdings 1349-52

Vill
Mickledale
Woodhouses
Netherton
Overton
Not stated
Totals

Bovates
5»/2

6 l/2

17
6
 
35
bovates

1 5

V2 

1

4
6

4
13

Total 
*/4 tenants holdings

3
4

11

26

If 26 = 100% then 1 bovate holdings represent 19.2% 
l/2 bovates = 50.0% and V* bovates 19.2%

2'/2

2 
8%

2 7/,2 

153/4

bovates 
bovates 
bovates

bovates 
bovates

tenants

It should be said that bovate holdings do correlate with 
messuages as for example '1 messuage and 1 bovate of villein 
land late of Henry Trusleve of Netherton and 1 messuage
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and 2/3 bovate of Warin Pykenot of Netherton, 4 messuages 
and 2 bovates late of Richard Hawdryn, Ralph Wich, 
Richard Alvanley and Agnes daughter of Gille, all of 
Woodhouses'. 9 Thus in suggesting a notional total of 57 
tenants for the 35 bovates of the four bond vills one is 
thinking in terms of 57 messuages. Actually there may have 
been more than 57 if some of the holdings were in part rented 
to sub-tenants. For this the Ministers' Accounts for 
Frodsham provide no information although it is known that 
on other estates of the Earl of Chester at this time, 
sub-tenancy was a recorded fact. 10

In attempting to correlate population with land-holdings, 
i.e. an economic structuring of population it may be useful to 
compare the postulated economic structure of the bond vills 
with other rental evidence for Frodsham. In Table 2, it was 
suggested that some 50.0 per cent of the holdings were of l/2 
bovates and some 19.0 per cent of */4 bovates. Examination of 
the contemporary Arrentation Roll for the rental of demesne 
lands" by both freemen and bond tenants indicates a com 
parable imbalance in the economic structure. Of the c.590 
statute acres involved 44.0 per cent of the tenants held 
between 2 and 8 acres, while another 18.0 per cent rented 
between v/i and ! 3/4 acres. In contrast 6.3per cent of the 
tenants held from 21 to 43 acres representing some 30.0 per 
cent of the available acreage. Thus the economic hierarchy as 
revealed in the two sources is not dissimilar.

In respect of the bond tenants of the four vills what is of 
crucial importance is the economic connotation to be inferred 
from the term % bovate or l/z bovate. The Ministers' 
Accounts are silent on this point but for other manors and 
townships there is a considerable choice of acreage content 
per bovate available.

In Lancashire, 5 acres, probably customary, for oxgangs in 
Crosby is quoted while for Clifton and Westby the oxgang 
was 18 acres, and at Pendleton 20 acres, elsewhere it is said 
that 16 customary acres and 13 Cheshire acres constituted an 
oxgang. 12 In short an oxgang can only be denned as X acres. 
However, for Frodsham after long years of field work the 
probable extent of the arable lands of the bond vills of 
Netherton and Woodhouses may be said to have contained 
c.382 statute acres. On the map (Figure 1) the nineteenth 
century acreage of 400 has been reduced to take account of 
assarting and enclosure in the past. Thus in 1626 a small part 
of the waste in Woodhouses was < nclosed 13 while in the 1340s 
John Fox had obtained leave to assart 'Foxridding' in
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383 ACRES 

23-5 BOVATES 
OF 16-3 ACRES

Figure 1 Bovate structure of Frodsham Bond Lands
W = Woodhouses M = Mickledale
N = Netherton ? = possible extra Extent of lands

Woodhouses, for which he paid a rent of Is 6d until his death 
from plague when the plot was recorded as a 'decayed rent'. 

The combined total of 23Va bovates for Netherton and 
Woodhouses produce a bovate acreage of IGVs statute. In the 
case of Mickledale unrecorded enclosure of part of the waste 
pre-dating the hill enclosure of 1797 has added between 20- 
30 acres to the pre-enclosure farmland. After making 
allowance for this the bond vill arable extent may be 
regarded as something of the order of 81 to 90 statute acres. 
This divided by the 5V2 bovates noted in Table 2 equates at 
about 16 statute acres per bovate. On the field evidence 
therefore one may accept 16 acres as the probable bovate 
area in the bond vills. Thus the majority of the bond tenants 
subsisted on holdings of between 4 and 8 statute acres but 
also enjoyed access to hill and marsh grazing and additional 
arable on the demesne marsh provided they were able to pay 
the rent for this. Fuel could be obtained by digging turves for 
which bond villeins were charged 4d per day in
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Wykynesmos, Buttermos, Cronesberymos and Hondelshale. 14 
If one now turns to the numbers of the cottage population 

the evaluation becomes very much an approximate 
calculation. Rents of cottages varied from 9d to Is 3d and the 
total rental in 1350-51 stood at 27s OVid 15 , and estimations 
of tenants could range from 20 to 30+ according to the rent 
permutation selected.

The free burgage tenants
Earl Ramulfs charter of 1209 in regard to the free 

burgesses of Frodsham specified an annual rent of Is Od 
(.05p) and also that one acre of land (Cheshire) was attached 
to each burgage. The extent of 1280' 6 stated that there were 
then 110 burgages producing an annual rent of £6 10s 3d (£6. 
53p) while in 1315 the rents were £6 9s 3d 17 (£6.48p) and in 
1350-51 £6 11s 3d 18 (£6.58p) which would appear to indicate 
that the number of burgages remained steady at the figure of 
110. In 1492 19 the annual rent was still Is (.05p) and the 
number of burgages at 115a/4 had only marginally changed.

Although over the period from 1209 there were instances of 
the aggregation of burgage holdings these were also 
accompanied by evidence of fragmentation through the 
operation of partible inheritance. In the absence of evidence 
to the contrary one can only assume that these processes 
tended to cancel out and that 110 burgages can be regarded 
as a working total. However to assume that each burgage 
supported a resident family, is a supposition which in the 
absence of manorial court rolls and like evidence is not easy 
to sustain. A large collection of deeds does exist, the 
Cholmondeley Collection, but this cannot be regarded as 
affording a complete survey of the manor. The collection 
represents no more than those deeds which have survived to 
become the estate papers of one particular family. On 
analysis it has proved possible to break down the deeds 
relating to burgage holders into a number of set periods. 
That for c. 1300-1320 produces the largest number of 43 
tenements with 38 identifiable tenants, i.e. 5 without 
households. Non-residential tenure of a burgage can be 
ascribed in part to burgage holders such as Roger de 
Garston, John de Warwick and Richard Spalding, who in 
this particular period were officials of the royal demesne and 
manor and as such were resident elsewhere. However if one 
assumes that the five tenements noted above contained a 
messuage occupied by a sub-tenant of the burgage holder, 
the 43 households would represent a population of some 181
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persons. There is a considerable volume of literature relating 
to the suggested methods by which the size of the family can 
be estimated. A multiplier of 4.5 is frequently quoted but 
Harley20 in discussing Stratford upon Avon says that 'a 
survey of 1252 enumerated 240 burgages, implying a 
population of somewhere over 1000'. This would indicate a 
multiplier of about 4.2 which in view of the harsher 
environment of the medieval period is more realistic than the 
4.5 usually related to seventeenth century and later periods. 
If this figure of 4.2 is applied to the Frodsham situation the 
assumed population would be some 181 persons which may 
be compared with the 76 households for the comparable 
township area of the Hearth Tax Assessment of 1664. In this 
context the comparison between the 181 persons of c. 1320 
and the 342 in 1664 is not unrealistic bearing in mind the 
several checks to population growth in the period for which 
data is available. In the decade 1567-77 deaths averaged 41 
per annum and for 1577-87 the average was 46.6. In the 
crisis year 1587-8 the death roll reached 111. For 1588-98, 
omitting 1592-3 the average was 58 deaths. However 1592-3 
was another crisis year with deaths rising to 100. The period 
1604 1620 evinced several waves of epidemic deaths in 
England which were widespread in incidence. Pestilence was 
recorded in Frodsham in May 1604 and from then on the 
registers were only kept at intermittent intervals the inference 
being a rise in mortality in several of the unrecorded years. 
For 1629-38 the average mortality had established a norm of 
53 per annum which was breached in 1628-9 when deaths 
rose to 90.

Whether the 43 burgage tenements of the period 
1300 1320 represents a reasonably complete view is 
debatable. Bearing in mind the famine crisis 21 and the 
ensuing mortality of the crisis years 1315-17 21 it would be 
foolish to ignore the possibility that the Frodsham population 
was reduced and that concurrently records of tenure might 
also have been lost. On the estates of bishop of Winchester it 
has been suggested that deaths in 1317 were double the 
average for 1310. 22 The surviving deeds for 1320-1340s 
introduce a number of new names of burgage tenants and as 
burgage tenements obviously would not have remained 
unoccupied in the intervening period between 1315 and the 
Black Death it is a reasonable assumption that the figure of 
43 tenants and a population of 181 persons, is a very 
conservative estimate.

This is not to infer that a high proportion of the remainder
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of the 110 burgages contained dwellings. The population was 
located in Main Street and the lower part of Church Street, 
with a handful of other dwellings at the Bridge and possibly 
at the access to the Ship Field. Work in the field indicates 
that the Main Street and Church Street frontages could ac 
commodate a toft of about half an acre statute, i.e. a quarter 
of the full burgage plot, the remainder being located in the 
open field land of the borough. Although one can fit in 110 
tofts, the acreage of these was circumscribed, a fact 
demonstrable on the north side by the continued existence of 
the physical barrier of the demesne waste known as 
Whabbemor. As late as the third quarter of the fourteenth 
century this had only just been subjected to assarting and 
enclosure. 'Thus in 1365 Henry Torfote received grant of 5 
acres of waste and 3 parts of 1 acre of waste lately enclosed in 
a place called Whabbemor'. 24 Further east the waste known 
as le Bentte continued the physical barrier between the 
township land and the demesne marsh.

While it is possible to show that some of the burgage tofts 
did contain dwellings it is also possible to demonstrate the 
contrary. Thus in Church Street in 1361, Margery, daughter 
of Henry, son of Walter, granted in fee 'a certain piece of his 
(Henry's) burgage in le kyrkestrete, being 56 feet in length by 
86 feet in breadth and lying in length between the land of the 
said Margery and the burgage of Thomas Gamul, and in 
breadth between the street called le kyrkestrete and the 
burgage of Henry, son of Magote.' 25 This latter burgage of 
Henry, son of Magote, was described in an earlier deed as 'a 
burgage with the messuage adjoining and the buildings 
pertaining to the said messuage and burgage'. 26 The area of 
Margery's piece, allowing for the fact that the measurements 
may have been in Cheshire measure, was hardly more than 
would accommodate a dwelling. The adjoining plot was 
specifically described as containing a messuage and buildings 
whereas for Margery's plot the received impression is that of 
land without buildings, otherwise one would expect these to 
be mentioned as they would represent an additional asset of 
some value. On this assumption it would appear that even in 
the 1360s there were burgage tofts which contained no 
dwelling in contrast to that of Henry, son of Magote's 
burgage and the even more specific reference to 'the moiety 
of a half burgage (i.e. a quarter-burgage toft) with the moiety 
of a certain domus built above the said half burgage'. 27
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The Black Death

While it is possible to say that some families may have 
been almost wholly exterminated this was not necessarily 
general as several of the relevant family names continue to 
appear in the accounts in the immediate period after 1350. 
Thus Warin Pykenot and probably those in his household 
died but in 1356-7 Richard Pykenot was employed on the 
demesne lands to 'follow the cart in hay and harvest time', 27 
and Emmote Pykenote was noted as milking cows in 1354- 
5. 28 So too with the deaths in the Mukeldale family, a branch 
of which was represented by Ralph Mukeldale, butcher who 
purchased an ox in 1354-5. 29 Other families such as Tar, 
Honey and Teplegh left kinsmen as for example, William 
Tarr, shepherd, Henry Henye, who bought dung in 1355-6 
and Robert Tapley who purchased a horse30 in the same 
year. As to overall mortality in the bond vills, from the 
evidence of the decayed rents and the proportion of the 
bovate holdings involved it is possible to speculate that 
between 20 and 40per cent may have died, the latter figure 
being more applicable to the heavier populated vill of 
Netherton, although even here mortality may have been 
much below this.

In respect of the borough population, the determination of 
mortality from plague is much more speculative. Among 
documentary indicators of population decline one may cite 
the evidence of the Black Prince's Register for 1351, 'the 
burgesses have taken over the lord's oven for 30 shillings in 
fee farm of the prince's council and more than half of the 
burgages of the town are void. They therefore pray that they 
may be discharged of the said farm' 31 . As customary with 
such petitions the case was probably over-stated but the loss 
of population is discernible from other contemporary 
evidence. For example, the mills which in 1238-9 yielded £30 
and in 1240-41 £2032 were demised in farm to William de 
Frodesham and his partners in 1350-51 producing only £11. 
It was said that the mills were wont to produce £13 6s Od 
(£13.30p), 33 which thus represents a 17.0 per cent reduction 
in the demand for flour. In 1349 50 the mills apparently 
found no takers and remained in the lord's hand from the 
Feast of the Purification to Michaelmas and so rendered 
nothing.

Half of the farm of the hayward was leased to the 
burgesses, Richard Skinner and Robert Roter in 1349-50 for 
the sum of 33s 4d (£1.67p) and half was retained in the lord's 
hand yielding 23s 4d (£1.17p). The yield of the office in total
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was stated formerly to be £4 Is (£4.5p). 34 This reduction of 
some 30.0 per cent, may of course have been partly 
attributable to adverse weather conditions. The burgesses as 
with the tenants in general lacked adequate grazing facilities 
for their livestock and as is indicated from the evidence of the 
arrentation roll of c. 1346 were responsive to any offer of 
grazing on the lands of the demesne. 35 In 1315 64 draught 
animals were pastured on the common marsh at 4d per head 
yielding £1 Is 4d (£1.7p). 36 Demand in Frodsham had so 
eased off in 1349 50 that agistment of 76 animals of the men 
of VVirral could be offered for 20 shillings.

Elsewhere in Cheshire, twenty one of the earl's Cheshire 
tenants-in-chief died as well as numerous tenants in the 
manors of Macclesfield and Drakelow37 while in Frodsham 
the vicar died and it was necessary to appoint a successor in 
1349. 38 Ideally one should be able to examine the surviving 
deeds relating to change of occupier in respect of burgage 
lands for the period 1348-9 to 1350-51 and thus be able to 
make some quantitative statement indicative of the role of the 
Black Death in this respect. Instead what is revealed may be 
purely fortuitous but it is a somewhat singular circumstance 
that for precisely those burgage crofts which could contain 
the dwellings of the burgages i.e. in Ruycroft (Main-Street), 
Church Street, Ship Street and the Shipfield, there are no 
records of transfer of property between 1348 and 1362 
inclusive. This may represent the loss of the deeds at some 
former point in time, or else it could lend substance to the 
contention of the lessees of the lord's oven that half the 
burgages were void in 1351. However from the foregoing 
discussion it is clear that there was a loss of population 
among the burgesses of Frodsham due to the Black Death 
but whether one relates this to the respective figures of 50.0 
per cent, 17.0 per cent or 30.0 per cent earlier recited or 
something quite other is a matter for individual preference. 
Further, although this discussion has centred on the 
burgesses and the bond tenants there remains the possibility 
that there was x number of free-men about whom nothing is 
known.

Finally one cannot view the loss of population in the bond 
vills and the borough without taking into consideration con 
temporaneous events on the Frodsham demesne at large. 
'One overall trend can be readily discerned in the history of 
the Frodsham demesne furlongs in the twenty years or so 
after the Black Death. That is, th< permanent abandonment 
of a considerable part of the demesne arable and meadow to 
pasture' 39
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